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Academic Survival
ByFRANKPRATT

A large group of freshman
medical students (hereafter referred.
to simply as "Dummies") arrived
last September fully knowing they
would be academically found out
and selected for recycle or
discarded altogether by the end of
the school year. To ameliorate this
pessimism,
our
all-knowing
administration, through Dr. Moretz,
issued soothing reassurances early
in the initial welcome to the effect
that, "the hard part is over, you've
been selected and you'll make it."
Swept forward by this positive
attitude from on high, most naive
Dummies cruised unconcerned into
the first biochemistry exam in early
October. The ensuing, inevitable
carnage lasted two hours, with
perhaps fifteen Dummies hauled
out into the open and clearly
identified. Further soothing by Dr.
Liebelt
during
Embryology
instruction calmed fears until
December, when first semester final
exams shed further unwelcome
light on the fuzzy thinkers and
forgetful among us.
One very regrettable casualty of
the general paranoia after Biochem
Exam I was Medical Humanities, an
excellent
and
extraordinarily
interesting course offered each
Friday morning by Dr. Moores.
Dummies
and
semi-Dummies
could
.not
in good
simply
conscience spend the time away
from
biochemistry,
anatomy,
histology, and embryology. The
great mass ·of merely mediocre
followed suit; and to maintain their
places on The Curve's front fender,
the Linda Ritters and David
Johnsons among us, with few
exceptions, also joined in. Perhaps
ten students showed for one very
fine series on comparaqve health
systems, unfortunately scheduled
immediately
prior
to
the
biochemistry National Boards.
After Christmas, the pace picked
up, and most of us fell desperately
far behind after only two or three
days. The Neurosciences midterm
exam gobbled up those too trusting
to memorize the study notes, and
ungraded courses again suffered. All
available study time flowed into.
Neuro' s yawning maw , while

Behavioral Science and the lone
elective course went dismally under
attended.
The
same trend continued
through
the
spring,
with
Microbiology and Physiology the
villains and Pathobiology a very
undeserving victim.
This unfortunate situation came
to the attention of Dr. Bresnick on
the occasion of his Pathobiology
course
cancer
chemotherapy
lecture. Moving aggressively to
confront the situation, Dr. Bresnick
met with the class twice and
discussed our feelings and attitudes
about grading and our reasons for
low class attendance at what should
be interesting and critical lectures.
Class spokesmen (loudest and/or
bravest among us) indicated that
Dummies skipped to study and
survive, while the rest stayed home
to study and beat the Dummies.
The "Curve" inched left a few
points, and most of the class did
not learn
material, such as
chemotherapy of cancer, which
would not be on an immediately
upcoming test. Dr. Bresnick's
solution, voted on and approved by
the class, involved a system of two
exams per course, with each set of
exams to be given during one week.
No lectures would be scheduled
during the two exam weeks each
semester, and hopefully all students
would attend all lectures.
Is this realistic? Will not Medical
Humanities (ungraded) always take
a back seat to Biochemistry
as
the
(graded),
as
long
power-that-be fail ten people in
biochemistry? Another nine failed
microbiology. A sprinkling fell in
other courses. The promotions
committee will have a busy time
this summer. Perhaps these quality
control measures are necessary, but
the competition last year centered
primarily around memorizing that
material we expected to see on
exams, and not in tackling outside
reading for professional breadth.
There just was not time for both.
Exam
number
grades
were
unimportant; the position on a class
curve determined all, so you'd
better beat your neighbor. Even if
you know virology, better scramble

an d score well to pile up some extra
points to balance an upcoming
mycology exam.
We all agree that those unable to
a bsorb and retain that information
critical to a physician should be
sorted out, recycled, and later
dropped if applicable. Would not a
pass-fail system accomplish this?

The narrow study patterns now so
evident
in
questing for
an
acceptable curve niche are not
preparing us well for the very broad
field of medicine. With the lowered
pressure levels of pass-fail, perhaps
we'd learn more. We certainly
would attend those excellent classes
so lightly attended last year.

Casanova's Legions
By ROBERT B. GREENBLATT, M.D.
Legends of Alexander the Great, Ghengis Khan, and Napoleon will
endure but the names of many other conquerors are all but forgotten.
One name, that of a conqueror of a different genre, has become a
by-word in the language of Western man. The name - a synonym for
the romantically promiscuous man - is Casanova.
Jacques Casanova was born in Venice in 1725 and died, probably a
syphilitic , 73 years later. He lived a life full of adventure and intrigue
and made an art of seduction. He was a man of many talents: journalist,
abbe, diplomat, spy, alchemist, businessman, gambler, but first and
foremost, a womanizer. By his own count, he had more than 100 love
·affairs and innumerable brief encounters. He was a man of letters who
wrote several books. His "Memoirs" not only recorded his s~xual
exploits but was also a clever and interesting commentary of 18th
Century manners. Another book, "lcosomerson", recounted fantastic
adventures in a fantastic world with many anticipations of modern
inventions. His "History of Poland" foretold how this hapless country
would be torn limb from limb by Russia and the kingdom of Prussia. In
his lifetime, the prophecy came true. It happened again when Hitler
connived with Stalin to sunder Poland apart - the forerunner of World
War II.
Like Biblical Cain, doomed by the Almighty to wander over the face
of the earth and find no solace, Casanova was forever on the move . He
found himself at one time or another in Rome, Constantinople, Paris,
London, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Warsaw, Madrid and many, many other
places. He never stuck to one vocation; never rich enough, hardly ever
out of debt; always in and out of trouble. Imprisohed, expelled ,.
scandalized, he, nonetheless, mingled with the famous in high society,
and was befriended by kings, princes and the nobility. At last , tired and
spent, he retired to the Chateau of Duchov in Bohemia where Count
Waldstein appointed him librarian. What kind ·of man was Casanova? What made him run? At age 16 , he
was expelled from the seminary for scandalous and immoral conduct.
After a few years of employment in the household of Cardinal
Acquaviva, he set a course for fame and fortune . Along the way , he
to ok the greatest pleasure in deceiving his fellowman and seducing
every possible woman who attracted him . It was a compelling force,
that seemingly he could not control, for he risked fortune, social status.
his very life - as if he could not live without the adventure . He was
basically a rogue; a satyr whose breadth of conquest ranged from 10
year old girls to 70 year old matrons, and not a few men. Though
bisexual, he preferred the company of females , but he would not forego
any sexual orgy that might afford him a new experience. Was his
insatiable drive for sexual gratifi cation hormonally directed or was ht•
driven by the desire to demean the human spirit? He was indeed l'yni,·al
(See CASANOVA, Page 2)
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How Much Is That Doggie In The Window?
Propelled· into action by the
words of that solicitous slanderer,
the close-cropped captain from
California (i.e. the editor of this
here paper), I hereby expound on
the Watergate equivalent of MCG,
that tumultuous tide of toxic
technicians, the Department of
Surgery.
It was the bottom of the seventh
with only two more months
remaining in the "Inaugural Nine",
otherwise known as the junior year.
We had mastered the skills of blood
drawing, Foley catherization, and
seventy-two hour stool collecting;
so what else. was there to be
dumped with, right? Well, the
answer is nothing, and nothing is
just about what we got from the
egregious egomaniacs of the fourth
floor. From the first minute when
they told us that dog surgery had
been "cut out" to the last when
they made an inane attempt to
evaluate us, the sixty days of
surgical shenanigans were farcica l,
ludicrous, et al. Beginning with the

four weeks of general hotdoggery,
my group (me and this other dude)
ran into that non-entity of the
universe , our attending Doctor
Humpty Dumpty (may he have a
great fall!). His lack of interest was
equalled only by his ignorance of
didactics. Following this lamentable
experience with only a few cranial
decubiti secondary to iatrogenic
paralysis, dehiscence of our wounds
rapidly unfolded as we plummeted
into a fourteen day crash (as in
"wreck") course in kid cutting and
chest chopping. It was here that we
gained first hand experience of the
surgeon's
tools
via
a
knife
implanted squarely in the back. The
only substantial proof that the
departments of Pediatric and
Thoracic Surgery existed was the
ignominious fact that they gave
numerical calculations of our
abilities (which were obviously
erroneously proffered for the
students' academic records as they
more nearly reflected the value of
these two weeks -less than 50% in

my case.) We rounded out ·this
catastrophic curriculum by winging
it up to the seventh floor to eat
nectar with the gods. Actually, the
gods were out, but their bone
banging blacksmiths were available.
Besides, these guys' supercilious
attitudes would make Zeus look
like Charlie Brown by comparison .
I must admit that we did grab a bit
of history from our adventure on
orthopedics. In a re-enactment of a
Puritan worship service, we "boys"
were forced to sit on hard benches
in the front row in a hot , stale
room for ghastly lengths of time
looking at funny pictures and
listening to Orthoese (a language
known
only
to
the
osteo
appraisers). Concluding our trials
and tribulations , we met with an
invitation for a cookout at the
. abode of the "acting" chief of these
distorted
dissectors.
Actually,
gestapo techniques applied by paid
muscle men (smartly disguised as
secretaries) impelled our presence
at this happy gathering. While

munc hing down on a charcoal ed
hamburger whi ch wa s admitt edly
quite
tasty ,
l
co uld
only
contemplate how things might have
been different if we'd had a canine
to cut on. Of course , that was an
expensive
project
for
the
department , kinda like buying meat
is for a student. I took another bit e
of burger and was instantly
consumed by a freaky thought.
This couldn't be dog meat I was
eating , cou ld it? Naw , they
wouldn' t do that ...
Note : The above journalistic junk is
not meant to include the reputation
of the penile plunger of urology ,
Dr. Witherington, in its trash pile. I
consider him to be one of the finest
instru ctors and gentlemen that I
have encountered as a student.
(Besides, I've got a 4+ enlarged
prostate and just might need a
TUR .)
The Toad
(No relation to "Wart"
Davis or Superfrog)

... CASANOVA'S LEGIONS
and contemptuous of the human race for he wrote "I have seen Folly
crowned King of the earth" .
Casanova was no fool. He was a man of boundless interests - he
knew the logic of Aristotle, the astronomy of Ptolemy, Latin, a little
Greek , and some Hebrew. He studied law but longed to be a physician.
In fact , he envisioned the first contraceptive diaphragm. The rind of a
half a lemon served as a cervical cap. The citric acid enhanced the
contraceptive properties of the device because of its spermadical action.
Misanthrop that he was, the oldest medical school in the world - Padua
- is proud to claim him an alumnus for he attended classes at the
University. Furthermore, his record of rogueries and amours as reported
in his "Memoirs" against the backdrop of the events of his time won
the attention of historians. Though his book was banned during the
Puritan and Victorian eras, interest in this man has been revived and
biographies dealing with his love life and adventures appeared during
the decade of the 1920's by German, French, and English authors.
These books relate, just as his revealing autobiography does, how
utterly dishonest he was with women and money . This highly
intelligent and observant man crowded more adve nture , travel, deviltry
and zest for living into one lifetime than almost any man before or
since. Despite his duels, scandals, swindles, banishments, thefts,
treacheries, and imprisonments, he was received by George III, Louis
XV , Frederick II , Catherine the Great and King Stanislaus of Poland.
He matched wits with the greatest intellectuals of his time including
Voltaire and Rousseau. How he maneuvered the Pope to present him
with the Order of the Golden Spur must remain a triumph in deceit.
With equal aplomb, he consorted with pawnbrokers, charlatans, pimps,
castrati , as with ambassadors and cardinals. A delightful and engaging
scoundrel with the airs of an aristocrat , he was as much at home in
palaces as in the most humble dwelling.
The following vignette is an adaptation from his "Memoirs" to
epitomize the day to day thinking and activities of this personnage:
Having fled Venice because he was accused of spying, he
was now anxious to obtain a pardon and be restored to
favor with the authorities. His friends offered to intercede
and advised him to live as near as possible to the Venetian
borders. He decided to set up his abode in Trieste and since
he co uld not go by land without passing through the State
of Venice, resolv ed to go to Ancona and thence sail for
Trieste . On his trip to Ancona, the Jew Mardocheus shared
the ca rriage. As conversation developed between them,
Casa nova accused the Jew of being usurious and
unmerciful , and quoted passages in Hebrew from the Old
Tes tament to prove th at Jews were bidden to do all possible
harm to the Gentiles. To disa buse him of his mistaken
no tions , the Jew invited Casan ova to take lodgings at his
modes t but comfortable house where he woulJ be warmly

welcomed by the family. He w;~s delighted, and even went
with Mardocheus to the synagogue where he noted "the
Jews go to actually pray, and in this respect their conduct is
worthy of imitation by the Christians". After enjoying his
accommodations during this extended sojourn, he asked
Mardocheus to allow his daughter to keep him company
when partaking of his daily snack of foiegras . His Memoirs
record, "we dined together and I told her that her eyes
were inflaming me and that she must let me kiss ·them". She
did not succumb at first to his blandishments but slowly
fell under his spell; ultimately, he seduced her. He was also
able to charm his host for on the eve of his departure for
Trieste, Mardocheus prepared a special dinner to show his
pleasure in having had so distinguished and learned a
gentleman · in his home. Casanova, on his part, was filled
with gratitude and offered to serve him in Venice should
the occasion arise. What a gratuitous offer? What inordinate
conceit?
Unlike Don Juan, he did not need to engage in affairs to prove his
virility. His love making was of a different brand . Devising new
techniques in the art of love, he enjoyed the sexual encounter as much
for the pleasure it afforded him as for the satisfaction obtained in the
seductive process itself, and in the mystique of the adventure. Casanova
made love under all conditions and circumstances - in beds, on
coaches, on staircases, in bathing establishments, and in the open. He
also practiced sex in any position - lying down, standing, sitting, with
one girl or two at the same time, with fake eunuchs, with two men and
one girl, with his niece, and with his natural daughter. He was a
shameless and unrepentant reprobate, and one might ask, Why? What
forces brought this being to this state of affairs? Here is a naturally
gifted man who would rather be devious than forthright ; live by his wits
than by honest effort ; exploit friend and foe ; create mischief ;
perpetually plan and plot. His greatest joy was to subordinate,
subjugate , dominate, seduce, while profoundly basking in his role of
arch-deceiver. He suffered from a "libido dominandi".
What was his background? We must delve into his early years for
therein one may find the well-spring of his later behavior. What
child hood hurts, adolescent wrongs, and frustrations were at the root of
this evil force? He was born to a mother who was young, pretty arid
promiscuous. She was an actress who married at an early age - but
Jacques was not the child of her husband but the illegitimate son of her
director. He was a homely child who was handed over to his
grandmother when he was slightly over a year old. A sickly child
without appetite and strength, it was said that he looked like an idiot.
Was he chided and mocked by other children and scorned by the adults
close to him? Did he grow up alienated, unloved , unwanted?
(See CASANOVA, Page 3)
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A Simple Solution
By RAYMOND MOODY
It is quite amazing to me that it has gone unnoticed that there is a
sim ple solution to three of the most troublesome problems facing the
people of our area of the country today. Let us reflect for a moment on

... CASANOVA
By the time he was 15, he submitted to his grandmother's plan to
become a signor abate, the lowest rung in the ecclesiastical scale. He
soon found that wearing his priestly garb gave him an advantage in that
he could succeed in his amorous exploits without suspicion. He did not
take his "Orders" seriously; for him, religion was not a sacred calling
and before long, he was in quest of greater fields to conquer.
The passing years gave him a striking appearance. Indeed the
judgment of his witty friend, Prince Charles de Ligne, was that "he
would have been very handsome had he not been ugly". He
compensated for his early unhappiness, parental neglect and
abandonment by developing a keen sense of humor, a nimble and
observant mind, and a daring which lent him an air of excitement. He
developed a personality; he had charisma. Though often without
money, he managed by the nature of his dress and manner to appear
wealthy.
The question may be asked - did he ever really fall in love? Yes,
with Catarina , a 14 year old girl. He was twice her age when he met her.
At f irst , he actually tried to restrain himself even though she had fallen
in love with him. Finally, to make things "right", he suggested that
they be married with God as their only witness. Catarina became
pregnant and nearly lost her life when she had a miscarriage. Her father
sent her off to a convent where she was to remain until he considered
her old enough for marriage. Casanova decided to wait for her release,
remaining faithful to a woman for the first time in his life. He passed a
most virtuous year but then he met the nun of Murano and every
promise made to Catarina was broken.
Casanova was a conqueror in his own way. Almost every man and
woman, in one measure or another, was his prey - to debauch the
daughter or wife of his host, to challenge a lesbian, to manipulate a
homosexual, to seduce a bride of a week, to "con" a business associate.
to best a political adversary, to swindle a rich widow, to outwit a
fe llo w-intellectual. He was an impostor who could fit into eve ry society
and yet did not belong to any of them. Fear of ridicule haunted him all
his life and he based his entire career on a pretense of natural ease. His
world was a stage - his life a spectacular; he considered himself the
most fo r tunate of men . His understanding of people's nature brought
him many friends and the number of women who sought him is legion.
He reveled in the telling of his I 000 and One tales - a "com medea del
arte". Shortly before his death, on reviewing the events of his life. he
was ab le to say, " I regret nothing" .

some of the day-to-day things which plague residents of a Southern city
such as Augusta. Almost any survey would include at least the
following three sources of worry:
(I) Coronary artery disease. It has been reliably reported that
Augusta is third in the nation in cases of death from myocardial
infarction, which results from hardening of the arteries due 'to high
cholesterol levels.
(2) Food budget worries . The recent skyrocketing of meat prices has
severely compromised the grocery budget of the average Augusta
family. The price ceiling has done no good because prices were too high
already.
(3) Pest problems. Cockroaches are a fact of life in the South, of
course, and anyone who intends to remain here permanently must find
some way of contending with them (or else give in entirely).
It is my contention that the present approaches to these problems,
which deal with them piecemeal, only complicate things. President
Nixon's recent injunction to, "Let t:1em eat cheese," might solve the
food budget problem, but would only make high cholesterol levels
worse. Hiring an exterminator would alleviate the bug worries, .but
cause even more financ ial distress. (Exterminators don't just come in
and kill everything at once anymore. You have to sign 99 year
"contracts" with them.)
The solution to all this, I think, is plain. LET THEM EAT
COCKROACHES! These creatures are a source of the high-quality
animal proteins which are needed in the diet, are readily available in
almost any home, and do not cost one cent! Furthermore - and here is
the clincher - cockroaches are one of the only two animals (crabs are
the other) which produce abso lutely no cholesterol.
The first objection the average housewife will hav!'! to my plan is
doubtless that her mother never taught her how to cook cockroaches,
so I am including a recipe I devised.
Candied Cockroaches
Place one pound of ins.ects on large cookie shee t
(ungreased) and brush tops with melted margarine. Broil in
oven for I 0 minutes. Roll bugs while sti ll hot in powdered
sugar. Delicious'
For company, I commonly cut off the feelers and legs and put the
bodies in a bowl with a few dates. They look about the same and my
guests never know the difference'
Here's a final little hint. Some few find the slick, greasy appearance
of cockroaches objectionable. I have found that this is easily remedied.
For eve ry pound of bugs, take one quart of water, add one teaspoonful
of prostaglandins and soak them ove rnight in the solution . The sheen
will be gone in the morning. Though space doesn' t permit printing it,
anyone interested may write me for my recipe for crabmeat-cockroach
casserole.
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T.V. Snide
By LARRY DAVIS
With the Summer doldrums upon us; heat and humidity so thick you
could c'ut 'it with a k{life - where do we have to turn but our T.V. sets;
and behold- reruns and Watergate! What follows is my version of some
of the offerings in the T.V. Guide spiced up a bit for your viewing
pleasure this summer of smoke.
THE JULIE NIXON SHOW - Julie sings and dances scenes from her
most popular movies "Thoroughly Modern Millhouse", "Star
(witness)", "The Sound of Martha", and "Americanization of
Vietnam". ·
GOMER PYLE, USMC - In compliance with the changes in the new
Armed Services, Sergeant Carter asks Gomer to make his bed, pretty
please. Gomer stays to do this and almost misses ballerina class.
STREETS OF LOS ANGLES - Honk! Honk! Beep! Hack! Cough!
Stone and Keller try to get off the Santa Monica Freeway during
5:00 traffic. (Repeat; 60 mi~.)
FUNG YU - The inscrutable Caine beats a crooked sheriff to death
with a ping pong paddle, then administers acupuncture with a
samurai sword. As he disappears into the sunset, you wonder where
the yellow went.

Ode To The Rising Junior
OR

(Phase .Ill Core R.I.P.)
By JIM BEECHAM
With smock, bag, darvon ruler an' all,
we marched on to four north hall,
An atmosphere benign - not one of us harangued,
then the housestaff realized that the students had changed.
On to O.R. with hands sterile, changed and protected,
we herniated our discs while the belly we retracted.
At the canine lab we slashed, cut and tied- just like a vet,
while through all anaesthesia lectures we slept.
A final evaluation six months later we took,
which determined just how closely at the old tests one had looked.
Certainly no curricula is without its faults- that's only fair,
but it seemed that surgery had more than its share.
Moving along we'lllet that subject fade,
'cause this one stud hils yet to receive a grade!

***
SONNY & CHER- Cher kids Sonny about being a WOP. Sonny kids
Cher about being a Redskin. Cher gives Sonny a wounded knee.
Sonny bites Cher on the naples.
MADDIX - Lester makes peanut butter out of the Governor then rides
his bicycle backwards to Soperton, Georgia wearing a pair of nickers;
which is ·unusual as the Lt. Governor is usually not known as a
nicker-lover.
GREEN ACRES - A review of some of the most necrotic specimens
extracted by the Dental School.
ELECTRIC COMPANY - Ultra Violet conducts a tour of the Cleckly
Building.
SUPERMAN - Action scenes from "Deliverance", "Shamus", "White
Lightening", "Dan August", and the centerfold of Cosmopolitan
Magazine. Special guest star Dinah Shore.
JOHNNY CARSON - Guest Linda Lovelace from "Deep Throat" tells
about her firsf big chance in movies and how she blew it.
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL - The Chief of Surgery at University Hospital
discusses the intracacies of the 22 pistoL
CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR - Ted Kennedy shows how he came to
be known as the Mark Spitz of Chappaquadock.
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Our Regional internment- a pleasure all day long
while we cured the neurotics and sharpened our ping pong.
Thorazine, Mellaril, Valium and Norpramine- all ordered with such success
that some questioned the need of a neurotic process.

***
OB-GYN was next and studs I confess
that month the 8th floor was a politieal island unto itself.
It was Herr Clemann with his fellow storm troopers I did find

who took quick notice of suspicious names like Epstein;
One thing was for sure- this course W!lS no bore,
As one of us for his dress was kicked off the floor!

***
Peds was a pleasure, i.e. at the C & Y
it was coffee at nine and home by five.
The ward was dif and it didn't take long
to rise at seven to round with Wil Strong.
It was a mystery to all until we did discover
that Dr. R's sec resembled April's Playboy cover.
But the zenith of each week was at the conference X-ray
where Dr. R would the Shadow Boys harass all day.

***
To the Big M we moved, watching every step
reading the journals and playing one-upsmanship.
With the residents agreeing- you're grading their hand
(I learned my lesson- back on OB-GYN)
Then there were the consults - for example ID
who ordered serum bat dung levels on the hour times three.
Rising at five for an important venipuncture learning later that your peer while at home had phoned in the order.
At the U. Hospital many procedures you'll learn
but not if you've got a senior extern.
He'll explain that this LP a junior may miss
and besides this one makes only his twenty-fifth.
Then there's the subject that's hot as religion that's the controversy that seems to surround Nurse Christian;
Strange as it seems while you bod is in prostration
her proximity to patients produces intlilvenous infiltration.

***
To the new JMS our sympathy, your fate we deplore
the monkey's on your back 'til you finish your core!

